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ABSTRACT
Detecting H i 21cm line in the intergalactic medium (IGM) during the Epoch of Reion-
ization (EoR) suffers from foregrounds such as Galactic synchrotron and extragalactic
radio sources. Cross-correlation between the 21cm line and Lyman-α emitter (LAE)
galaxies is a powerful tool to identify the 21cm signal since the 21cm line emission has
correlation with LAEs while the LAEs are statistically independent of the foregrounds.
So far, the detectability of 21cm-LAE cross-power spectrum has been investigated with
simple LAE models where the observed Lyα luminosity is proportional to the dark
matter halo mass. However, the previous models were inconsistent with the latest ob-
servational data of LAEs obtained with Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC). Here, we
revisit the detectability of 21cm-LAE cross-power spectrum adopting a state-of-the-art
LAE model consistent with all Subaru/HSC observations such as the Lyα luminosity
function, LAE angular auto-correlation, and the LAE fractions in the continuum se-
lected galaxies. We find that resultant cross-power spectrum with the updated LAE
model is reduced at small scales (k ∼ 1 Mpc−1) compared to the simple models, while
the amplitudes at large scales (k . 0.2 Mpc−1) are not affected so much. We conclude
that the large-scale signal would be detectable with Square Kilometre Array (SKA)
and HSC LAE cross-correlation but detecting the small scale signal would require an
extended HSC LAE survey with an area of ∼ 500 deg2.
Key words: cosmology: dark ages, reionization, first stars, galaxies: high-redshift,
instrumentation: interferometers, methods: statistical
1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding the evolution of the epoch of reioniza-
tion (EoR) is a clue to reveal the nature and evolution of
first stars and galaxies. The EoR has been probed by the
Gunn-Peterson test (Gunn & Peterson 1965) in the spectra
of high redshift quasars, and the integrated Thomson scat-
tering optical depth of CMB photons. The former indicates
the EoR completed by z ∼ 6 (Fan et al. 2006) and the lat-
ter implies the reionization redshift z ∼ 7.7 if an instan-
taneous reionization scenario is assumed (Aghanim et al.
2018). Recently, the project called ”Systematic Identification
⋆ E-mail:175d9001@st.kumamoto-u.ac.jp
of LAEs for Visible Exploration and Reionization Research
Using Subaru/HSC” (SILVERRUSH) reported a large sam-
ple of ∼ 2, 000 Lyman-α emitters (LAEs) at z = 5.7 and
6.6 (Ouchi et al. 2018, Shibuya et al. 2018a, Shibuya et al.
2018b, Konno et al. 2018, Harikane et al. 2018, Inoue et al.
2018, Higuchi et al. 2018) and estimated the neutral hydro-
gen fraction to be xH i = 0.3 ± 0.2 at z = 6.6 by comparing
the Lyα luminosity function measurements with the obser-
vational data and reionization models.
Observing the redshifted 21cm line from the neu-
tral IGM is the powerful way to understand the evo-
lution of the EoR. However, the EoR 21cm signal is
much weaker than foregrounds such as Galactic syn-
chrotron and extragalactic radio emissions. The ongoing
© 2018 The Authors
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radio interferometers such as the Murchison Widefield
Array (MWA) (Lonsdale et al. 2009; Tingay et al. 2013;
Beardsley et al. 2013), the LOw Frequency ARray (LO-
FAR) (van Haarlem et al. 2013; Jensen et al. 2013), Hydro-
gen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA) (DeBoer 2016)
and the Precision Array for Probing the Epoch of Reion-
ization (PAPER) (Jacobs et al. 2015; Ali et al. 2015) suffer
from the foregrounds and the EoR 21cm signal has never
been detected so far. Bowman et al. (2018) reported the first
detection of the 21cm global signal during the Cosmic Dawn
with the Experiment to Detect the Global EoR Signature
(EDGES), but detecting the 21cm signal during the EoR is
still challenging. The Square Kilometre Array LOW (SKA-
LOW) (Carilli 2015) will have enough sensitivity to detect
the 21cm signal, but the identification of 21cm-line signal is
still hard after subtracting and/or avoiding the foregrounds.
To identify the 21cm signal from the contaminated data,
the cross-correlation between the 21cm line and LAEs is
expected to be effective (Lidz et al. 2009; Wiersma et al.
2013; Park et al. 2014; Sobacchi et al. 2016; Vrbanec et al.
2016; Hutter et al. 2016; Heneka et al. 2016; Feng et al.
2017; Kubota et al. 2018; Yoshiura et al. 2018). The 21cm
signal has a spatial correlation with the LAEs while the
foregrounds are not correlated with the LAEs. In our pre-
vious work (Kubota et al. 2018), we have investigated the
intrinsic detectability of the 21cm-LAE cross-power spec-
trum combining the 21cm observation of the MWA and SKA
with the LAE survey by Subaru/HSC. We concluded that
both the MWA and SKA have an ability to detect the sig-
nal and proposed the strategies to enhance the detectability
(Kubota et al. 2018). Further, we studied the effects of the
foregrounds which contribute to the variance, rather than
the mean, of noises (Yoshiura et al. 2018).
However, the LAE models in previous papers including
ours were rather simple in that the observed Lyα luminos-
ity is proportional to the dark matter halo mass. In real-
ity, the Lyα luminosity depends on the nature of the stars
and a state of the interstellar medium (ISM). In our recent
paper Inoue et al. (2018), we have constructed LAE mod-
els by properly considering the stochastic processes of Lyα
production, Lyα escape fraction, and its dependence on the
halo mass. Then, we selected the ‘best’ LAE model that can
explain all Subaru/HSC survey results such as the Lyα lumi-
nosity function, LAE angular auto-correlation, and the LAE
fractions in the continuum selected galaxies.
In this paper, we investigate the LAE model dependence
of the 21cm-LAE cross-power spectrum and revisit the de-
tectability using the above LAE model. We assess that for
the photometric LAE samples and spectroscopic LAE sam-
ples, respectively. The HSC LAE catalogue consists of pho-
tometric LAE samples identified according to the standard
color-magnitude criteria from narrow and broad band im-
ages. Although the previous studies often adopted the pho-
tometric LAE samples, the photometric LAE sample could
be contaminated by slightly lower redshift objects. To re-
duce the contamination, we use the spectroscopic LAE sam-
ples identified according to the redshift and Lyα equivalent
width of the galaxies. They will be provided by follow-up ob-
servations of the HSC LAE survey with Prime Focus Spec-
trograph (Takada et al. 2014).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give
notation of the 21cm-LAE cross-power spectrum. In Section
3, we summarize the LAE model developed in Kubota et al.
(2018) and Inoue et al. (2018). In Section 4, we describe the
specifications for the 21cm telescope such as the MWA and
SKA, and the LAE survey by Subaru/HSC to estimate an
observational error on the cross-power spectrum. The resul-
tant cross-power spectrum and the impact on the detectabil-
ity are presented in Section 5. Finally, we summarize our
results in Section 6.
2 21CM-LAE CROSS-POWER SPECTRUM
The observable quantity in 21cm observation is given by
brightness temperature (Furlanetto et al. 2006),
δTb(z) ≈ 27xH i(1 + δm)
(
1 + z
10
0.15
Ωmh2
) 1
2
(
Ωbh
2
0.023
)
[mK], (1)
where xH i is the neutral hydrogen fraction and δm is
the matter density fluctuation. The 21cm-LAE cross-power
spectrum P21,LAE(k) is defined as
〈δ˜21(k1)δ˜LAE(k2)〉 ≡ (2π)
3δD(k1 + k2)P21,LAE(k1), (2)
where δD(k) is the Dirac delta function. δ˜21(k1) and δ˜LAE(k2)
are fluctuations of δTb and LAE number density in Fourier
space, respectively. In this paper, we consider the dimen-
sionless cross-power spectrum:
∆
2
21,LAE(k) =
k3
2π2
P21,LAE(k). (3)
3 LAE MODEL
In this section, we briefly summarize the LAE models in
Kubota et al. (2018) and Inoue et al. (2018). We use the
same reionization simulations as Kubota et al. (2018) to
model LAEs. In the simulations, we solve radiative transfer
of ionizing photons in N-body simulation box combining cos-
mological radiative hydrodynamics (RHD) simulation. The
RHD simulation is adapted to make recipes for the intrin-
sic Lyα luminosity, the Lyman continuum escape fraction,
and the IGM clumping factor (Hasegawa et al. 2016). Our
reionization simulation well reproduces the observational re-
sults such as the IGM neutral fraction at z = 6.6 and CMB
Thomson optical depth. Similar to Kubota et al. (2018), we
perform two reionization simulations named the ‘mid’ model
and ‘late’ model. These models have different ionizing pho-
ton production rates, and the ionizing photon production
rate of the ‘late’ model is 1.5 times lower than that of
the ‘mid’ model so that the completion of reionization is
delayed. More details for the simulation are described in
Kubota et al. (2018) and will be provided by Hasegawa et
al. (in preparation). The mock LAE samples are generated
from the N-body halo using the RHD recipes via two steps.
Firstly, we compute intrinsic Lyα luminosity of each galaxy.
Secondly, we estimate observable Lyα luminosity of each
galaxy by considering the escape fraction of Lyα photons
and attenuation of Lyα photons through the IGM.
In Kubota et al. (2018), the intrinsic Lyα luminosity is
computed by using one-to-one relation between the intrinsic
Lyα luminosity and the halo mass,
Lint
α,42
= M1.1
h,10
, (4)
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where Lint
α,42
is the intrinsic Lyα luminosity normalized with
1042 erg/s and Mh,10 is a halo mass normalized with 10
10 M⊙ .
Then, we estimate the observable Lyα luminosity of each
galaxy,
Lobs
α,42
= fesc,αTα,IGML
int
α,42
, (5)
where fesc,α and Tα,IGM are the escape fraction of Lyα pho-
tons and transmission of Lyα photons through the IGM,
respectively. fesc,α is a model parameter and it is set to be
consistent with the Lyα luminosity function of Konno et al.
(2018) and Konno et al. (2014). Kubota et al. (2018) set
fesc,α = 0.25 (0.40) in the ‘mid (late)’ model. Tα,IGM is sen-
sitive to a line profile φα(ν) emerging from the surface of
a galaxy. To calculate Tα,IGM, we determine the line pro-
file from Lyα radiative transfer with an expanding spher-
ical cloud model (Yajima et al. 2018). We have assumed
150 km s−1 and 1019 cm−2 for the velocity and the column
density, respectively. The line profile depends on the galac-
tic wind velocity and the H i column density in a galaxy. In
the expanding cloud model, Lyα photons with shorter wave-
lengths are selectively scattered by outflowing gas. It results
in an asymmetric line profile with a characteristic peak at
λ > 1216 . Then, Tα,IGM is calculated as,
Tα,IGM =
∫
φα(ν0) e
−τν0,IGM dν0∫
φα(ν0)dν0
, (6)
where ν0 is the frequency in the rest-frame of a galaxy and
τν,IGM is the optical depth of Lyα photons through the ISM.
τν,IGM is computed by integrating the Lyα cross section sα
of neutral hydrogen with respect to the distance from an
LAE candidate in the physical coordinate,
τν0,IGM =
∫ lp,max
rvir
sα(ν,Tg)nH idlp. (7)
The integration is performed from the virial radius of the
halo (rvir) to the maximum distance (lp,max = 80 cMpc), but
the choice of the maximum has a negligible effect if we take a
large enough distance. Once the observable Lyα luminosity
is estimated, LAEs detectable with HSC are selected to make
LAE samples (e.g. Lα,obs ≥ 4.1× 10
42 erg s−1 for HSC Deep
survey). The LAE samples correspond to the photometric
samples.
In fact, the intrinsic Lyα luminosity and the Lyα escape
fraction have a large variation. Yajima et al. (2014) showed
a large dispersion of Lyα escape fraction through the IGM.
Then, in Inoue et al. (2018), we introduced the stochasticity
in the Lyα photon production and transmission of Lyα pho-
tons in galaxy halos into our LAE models as we summarize
below.
Firstly, to consider the stochasticity of the Lyα photon
production, we use
Lint
α,42 = Mh,10
1.1(1 − e−10Mh,10 ) × 10δLα , (8)
instead of Eq.(4). The main differences between Eq.(4) and
Eq.(8) are the presence of the factor 10δLα and the expo-
nential term. The former represents the stochastic part of
the Lyα photon production and the value of δLα is given ac-
cording to Gaussian probability distribution with the mean
of zero and the standard deviation σLα = 0.6−0.3 log10 Mh,10
if log10 Mh,10 ≤ 2 and otherwise σLα = 0. On the other hand,
the exponential term explains that the Lyα photon produc-
tion is reduced by a high escape fraction of ionizing photons
in a low mass galaxy (Hasegawa et al. in prep). In fact,
this effect is negligible (less than 1%) for the observed LAEs
which are more massive than 1010 M⊙ .
Secondly, to consider the stochasticity of the Lyα escape
fraction, we assume a Gaussian probability distribution of
Lyα photon optical depth (τα) in the halo based on a Pois-
son process consideration of the interaction with H i gas. It
follows the mean and dispersion are equal to the mean Lyα
optical depth, 〈τα〉,
P(τα) =
exp[−(τα − 〈τα〉)
2/2〈τα〉]√
2π〈τα〉
, (9)
and 〈τα〉 depends on the halo mass,
〈τα〉 = τα,10Mh,10
p . (10)
τα,10 is a model parameter and calibrated to reproduce the
observed Lyα luminosity function at z = 5.7 in Konno et al.
(2018). Finally, the escape fraction of Lyα photons is ob-
tained by,
fesc,α = e
−τα . (11)
In Inoue et al. (2018), two cases are considered for the halo
mass dependence, p = 0 and p = 1/3. The p = 0 case is
no halo mass dependence and the p = 1/3 case means 〈τα〉
is proportional to a column density, Mh/R
2
vir
. Such depen-
dence is found by simulation results (Yajima et al. 2014). Fi-
nally, the observable Lyα luminosity is estimated by Eq.(5)
to make the photometric LAE samples.
In Inoue et al. (2018), the source rest-frame equivalent
width (EW) of the Lyα line is obtained by
EW0 =
fesc,αTα,IGML
int
α
Lcon
λα
=
fesc,αTα,IGM L
int
α
Lcon
λUV
(
λα/λUV
)β . (12)
Lcon
λα
and Lcon
λUV
are the continuum flux densities at λα = 1216
and λUV ≈ 1500 , respectively. The index β is the UV spectral
slope. The UV luminosity MUV is simply related to the halo
mass to be consistent with Shimizu et al. (2014) simulations:
MUV = −17.2 − 2.5 log10(Mh,10) + δUV, (13)
where δUV represents a fluctuation in the UV magnitude.
Again, a Gaussian random number is adopted for δUV, where
the mean is zero and the standard deviation σUV = 0.4 −
0.2 log10 Mh,10 if log10 Mh,10 ≤ 2, else σUV = 0. For the index
β, an empirical relation is adopted (Bouwens et al. 2014),
β = −2.05 − 0.20(MUV + 19.5) + δβ, (14)
where δβ represents a fluctuation in β. The mean of the
Gaussian random number is zero and the standard deviation
σβ = 0.1 (Bouwens et al. 2014; Shimizu et al. 2014).
In LAE observations, HSC provides photometric LAE
samples as the first step. Identifying the LAEs according to
the standard color-magnitude criteria from observed images
is a way to make the LAE catalogue, effectively. Inoue et al.
(2018) estimate model observed magnitudes of the halos
through HSC/Subaru broadband and narrowband filters to
generate a mock photometric catalogue, and select LAEs
by the same color-magnitude criteria as the Subaru/HSC
survey from the mock catalogue. However, the photomet-
ric LAE samples could be contaminated by slightly lower
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2018)
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redshift objects. Such contamination can exist in the obser-
vational LAE samples if they are not confirmed spectroscop-
ically yet. To avoid the contamination as much as possible,
we produce spectroscopic LAE samples. In principle, select-
ing the galaxies with EW0 ≥ 20 A˚within the redshift range of
z = 6.6±0.1 enables us to identify true LAEs. In observations,
the spectroscopic observation by PFS will provide spectro-
scopically confirmed LAEs from the photometrically iden-
tified LAEs. In this paper, we assess the 21cm-LAE cross-
power spectrum for the two kinds of the LAE samples, (1)
photometric sample and (2) spectroscopic sample. (1) cor-
responds to the case where the PFS redshift is unavailable
and (2) corresponds to the case where the PFS redshift is
available, respectively.
Inoue et al. (2018) report ModelG can explain all ob-
servational quantities such as Lyα luminosity function, LAE
angular auto-correlation function, and LAE fraction of SIL-
VERRUSH data, where it considers the dispersion of Lyα
transmission in the halo and the halo mass dependence of
that (p = 1/3). On the other hand, the LAE model in
Kubota et al. (2018) is the same as ModelA in Inoue et al.
(2018) which is the simplest model (not considered any
stochastic processes and the halo mass dependence of Lyα
transmission). It marginally explains the Lyα luminosity
function and the LAE angular correlation function except
for the LAE fraction. Therefore, we demonstrate the LAE
model dependence of the 21cm-LAE cross-power spectrum
and evaluate the impact on the detectability.
Fig.1 shows a comparison of the LAE distribution with
the LAE model of Kubota et al. (2018) and ModelG for
(1) the photometric LAE sample in the ‘mid’ model. Fig.2
shows the same, but in the ‘late’ model. In both of the LAE
models, LAEs are distributed in the ionized regions, where
δTb ∼ 0 mK. Thus, an anti-correlation between the LAE dis-
tribution and δTb is expected. In the LAE samples of the
‘mid’ model, the number of LAEs in Kubota et al. (2018)
model is consistent with ModelG since the simulated Lyα
luminosity functions reproduce the observed Lyα luminos-
ity functions. However, in the ‘late’ model, the LAE model
of Kubota et al. (2018) relatively produces larger numbers
of LAEs. This is because Kubota et al. (2018) set high fesc,α
to be consistent with the amplitude of the Lyα luminosity
function of the ‘mid’ model. Similarly, Fig.3 and 4 show
LAE distributions for (2) the spectroscopic LAE samples in
4 blocks of the simulation box in the direction of z-axis. The
spectroscopic samples always produce smaller numbers of
LAEs than the photometric samples. We find number frac-
tions of the spectroscopic LAEs to the photometric LAEs
are ∼ 80% in the LAE models of ModelG.
4 ERROR ESTIMATION
The method for estimating an error on the cross-power
spectrum is the same manner as Furlanetto & Lidz (2007);
Lidz et al. (2009); Kubota et al. (2018). Details are de-
scribed in Kubota et al. (2018). The error on the cross-power
spectrum σCPS is determined by five cross-terms:
σCPS ∝
√
P2
21,LAE
+ P21PLAE + P21σg + σNPLAE + σNσg, (15)
where P21 and PLAE are 21cm and LAE auto power spec-
trum, respectively. σN and σg are denoted as thermal noise
on the 21cm observations and shot noise on the LAE sur-
vey, respectively. Below, we regard the last term σNσg as
an observational error, and the remaining four terms as a
sample variance. To estimate σN, we assume the MWA has
256 antenna tiles within 750 m, the effective area 14 m2 at
z = 8, the survey bandpass 8 MHz, and 1000 hrs observation
time. The SKA1-low has 670 tiles within 1000 m, the effec-
tive area 462 m2 at z = 8, the survey bandpass 8 MHz, and
1000 hrs observation time. HSC is assumed the FoV 27 deg2,
and the detectable Lyα luminosity 4.1×1042 erg s−1 for Deep
survey (Ouchi et al. 2018). In the photometric LAE sample,
we estimate the error by assuming a redshift uncertainty
of ∆z = 0.1, corresponding to the wavelength widths of the
narrowband filters of HSC. In the spectroscopic sample, we
assume ∆z = 0.0007 (Takada et al. 2014) by follow-up obser-
vations of PFS.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Cross-power spectrum signal in ModelG
First of all, we compare the 21cm-LAE cross-power spec-
trum signal between the LAEmodels of Kubota et al. (2018)
and ModelG of Inoue et al. (2018). Here, we demonstrate
only the photometric LAE samples because Kubota et al.
(2018) did not produce the spectroscopic LAE samples. In
the photometric samples, only 2D cross-power spectrum can
be measured since the precise redshifts of the LAEs are not
available. To estimate the 2D cross-power spectrum, we inte-
grate the 21cm line signal and LAEs within ∆z = 0.1, which
corresponds to the redshift uncertainty of HSC, along the
redshift direction. Fig.5 shows the 21cm-LAE cross-power
spectra of the LAE model of Kubota et al. (2018) and Mod-
elG at z = 6.6 in the cases of ‘mid’ and ‘late’. The cross-power
spectra with ModelG are well consistent with those adopting
the simple LAE model of Kubota et al. (2018) at large scales
(k . 0.2 Mpc−1 in the ‘mid’ model and k . 0.4 Mpc−1 in the
‘late’ model). This means the simple LAE model is still ac-
ceptable for large scale observations. The biggest difference
of the cross-power spectra between the LAE models is a sig-
nal loss at small scales. In the ‘mid’ model, the amplitude of
the cross-power spectrum adopting ModelG is smaller than
that adopting the simple LAE model by one order of mag-
nitude at k ∼ 1 Mpc−1. We can see the signal loss by a few
factors of magnitude at k ∼ 1 Mpc−1 in the ‘late’ model as
well. This indicates adopting an appropriate LAE model is
important to predict the small-scale cross-power spectrum,
and the signal loss could affect the study of the detectability.
To explain the difference in the cross-power spectrum at
the small scales, we show a scatter plot of the halo mass and
neutral fraction of the grids hosting LAEs in Fig.6. Compar-
ing the LAE models with Kubota et al. (2018) and ModelG,
it is seen that the LAEs identified in Kubota et al. (2018) are
galaxies in massive halos surrounded by the IGM with a high
neutral fraction1. Such galaxies are located at high density
1 The reason why our simulation predicts a higher neutral hydro-
gen fraction around massive halos is probably that we assumed an
ionizing photon escape fraction to be small in massive halos.We
note the scatter plot could depend on not only LAE models but
also reionization simulations.
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Kubota et al.(2018) set1 set2
set3 set4
Figure 1. LAE distribution in the 21cm brightness temperature [mK] in the ‘mid’ model at z = 6.6. The left panel shows the LAE distri-
bution of Kubota et al. (2018) and the right 4 panels show ones of ModelG in Inoue et al. (2018). Set1∼4 are realization of stochasticity
of the Lyman-α luminosity, where LAEs are identified by the color and magnitude of the galaxies, corresponding to photometric LAE
samples observationally. These panels are integrated with respect to the frequency within z = 6.6 ± 0.1.
Kubota et al.(2018) set1 set2
set3 set4
Figure 2. Same as Fig.1, but for the ‘late’ model.
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z (1/4) z (2/4)
z (3/4) z (4/4)
Figure 3. Same as Fig.1, but LAEs are identified by the redshift and EW of the galaxies, corresponding to spectroscopic LAE samples
observationally. Here, we demonstrate the LAE distributions of ModelG (set1) of Inoue et al. (2018) in the simulation box divided into
4 blocks along z-axis.
z (1/4) z (2/4)
z (3/4) z (4/4)
Figure 4. Same as Fig.3, but for the ‘late’ model.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the averaged 2D 21cm-LAE cross-power
spectrum with Kubota et al. (2018) model (black) and ModelG
in Inoue et al. (2018) (red) at z = 6.6, where LAEs are photomet-
rically identified. The solid lines represent positive values and the
dotted lines represent negative values. (Top) ‘mid’ model. (Bot-
tom) ‘late’ model.
regions and the strong clustering enhances the cross-power
spectrum at the small scales. In ModelG, Lyα photons from
such massive galaxies have higher optical depth because of
the halo mass dependence (see Eq. (10)). Thus, such galaxies
are not identified as LAEs in ModelG.
5.2 Detectability for ModelG
Here, We discuss the detectability of cross-power spec-
trum with the photometric and spectroscopic LAE samples
in ModelG.
5.2.1 Photometric LAE samples
Fig.7 shows the cross-power spectra, the sample variance,
and the observational errors for MWA and SKA in the ‘mid’
and ‘late’ models, respectively. In the ‘mid’ model, the neg-
ative correlation of 2D cross-power spectrum could be de-
tectable at large scales (k . 0.2 Mpc−1), while the signal is
comparable to the observational error at around the turn
over scale. Unfortunately, the combination of MWA and
HSC has a severe difficulty to detect the signal.
In the ‘late’ model, thanks to the large amplitude of the
10-5
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100 101 102 103
n
e
u
tra
l f
ra
ct
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n
halo mass[1e10 Msun]
’mid’
Kubota+18 (photometric LAE)
ModelG (photometric LAE)
ModelG (spectroscopic LAE)
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10-4
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100 101 102 103
n
e
u
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l f
ra
ct
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halo mass[1e10 Msun]
’late’
Kubota+18 (photometric LAE)
ModelG (photometric LAE)
ModelG (spectroscopic LAE)
Figure 6. The halo mass of LAEs and the neutral fraction in the
simulation grid where the LAEs reside. The black circle symbols
represent the photometric LAEs in Kubota et al. (2018). The red
square and blue triangle symbols represent the photometric and
spectroscopic LAEs in ModelG, respectively. The realization of
ModelG set1 is shown, as an example. (Top) ‘mid’ model. (Bot-
tom) ‘late’ model.
signal, the MWA and HSC cross-correlation has the sensitiv-
ity comparable to the signal, but the large sample variance
makes the detection less likely. On the other hand, the de-
tectability of SKA extends to smaller scales (k . 0.5 Mpc−1).
However, because of the large redshift uncertainty of HSC,
the observational errors are much larger than the signal at
small scales (k ≥ 0.8 Mpc−1). Consequently, the small-scale
signature shown in Sec.5.1 would not be observable even
with the combination of SKA and HSC.
5.2.2 Spectroscopic LAE samples
Next, we discuss the cases with spectroscopic LAE sam-
ples. In this case, 3D cross-power spectrum can be measured
since the precise redshifts of the LAEs are available. Here,
we generate 12 data sets from our simulation box to estimate
the cross-power spectrum, dividing the box into 4 slices with
respect to x, y, z-axes, and we take the average value of the
signals. Fig.8 shows the 3D cross-power spectra, the sample
variance, and the observational errors for MWA and SKA in
the ‘mid’ and ‘late’ models, respectively. The relative ampli-
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Figure 7. The averaged 2D 21cm-LAE cross-power spectrum
and the expected error at z = 6.6, where LAEs are photometri-
cally identified in ModelG. The red curve shows the cross-power
spectrum signal and the dark (light) shading shows sample vari-
ance for the MWA (SKA). The black (blue) dashed line shows
the expected observational error for the MWA (SKA)×HSC Deep
survey. (Top) ‘mid’ model. (Bottom) ‘late’ model.
tude of the signal to the observational errors at large scales
is the same as the cases with photometric LAE samples.
However, the signal can be hardly detected even if SKA and
HSC cross-correlation because of large sample variance. On
the other hand, thanks to the small redshift uncertainty of
PFS, the observational errors at small scales (k ≥ 0.8 Mpc−1)
are drastically improved in both of the MWA and SKA. The
MWA and HSC cross-correlation still suffers from detecting
the signal, but the SKA and HSC cross-correlation has the
sensitivity comparable to the signal at k . 1 Mpc−1. How-
ever, the small scale signature can be hardly detected even
if SKA and HSC cross-correlation because of large sample
variance. As a result, if PFS redshifts are available, the SKA
and HSC would not detect the small scale signature.
5.2.3 Requirement for detection of the small scale
signature
In Kubota et al. (2018), we reported that an effective way
to enhance the detectability is to expand the survey area
rather than to perform a deeper observation. Here, we in-
vestigate the survey area to detect the small scale signa-
ture. Fig.9 shows the 3D cross-power spectrum, the sample
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Figure 8. Same as Fig.7, but LAEs are spectroscopically identi-
fied in ModelG.
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Figure 9. Same as Fig.8 in the ‘late’ model, but with an extended
LAE survey area to 500 deg2.
variance, and the observational errors in the ‘late’ model,
where the HSC survey area is extended to ∼ 500 deg2. In
this case, the observational error in the SKA and HSC cross-
correlation is always smaller than the cross-power spectrum
signal, and the sample variance is enough small to identify
the signal at k . 1 Mpc−1. Therefore, the increase in the
LAE survey area by a factor of 20 is required to detect the
small scale signature at k ∼ 1 Mpc−1.
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6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have revisited the detectability of the
21cm-LAE cross-power spectrum adopting a state-of-the-art
model of LAE distribution developed by Inoue et al. (2018)
that is consistent with all Subaru/HSC observations such as
the Lyα luminosity function, LAE angular auto-correlation
and the LAE fractions in the continuum selected galaxies.
We presented the 21cm-LAE cross-power spectrum signals
and compared with our previous model. Then we estimated
the observational errors for the photometric LAE samples
and spectroscopic LAE samples. As a result, we found the
cross-power spectrum at the small scales (k ∼ 1 Mpc−1) is
sensitive to the details of LAE models, and the amplitude
is smaller for the updated LAE models. One of our conclu-
sion is that appropriate LAE models are required for the
precise prediction of cross-power spectra at the small scales.
Further, we found that the small-scale signals are hard to de-
tect even with the SKA and HSC even if PFS redshifts are
available, but an extended HSC survey with a larger survey
area by a factor of 20 will be enough to measure cross-power
spectra at as small scales as k ∼ 1 Mpc−1. On the other
hand, the cross-power spectrum at the large scales is less
sensitive to the details of LAE models. Thus, simple LAE
models considered so far are enough to predict the expected
signal at large scales (k . 0.2 Mpc−1), and the discussion of
the detectability at the large scales in Kubota et al. (2018)
is valid.
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